
BJU ENGLISH 4 WRITING AND GRAMMAR GAMES

English 4 Student (2nd ed.) places an emphasis on traditional English grammar as well as practice with vital reference
skills and step-by-step use of the Writing.

It is very engaging and entertaining - yet very educational. Literature: In addition to the formal reading
program, students will read a variety of great books on their own, as well as orally in class. Topics include:
how a timeline works, family history, the history of holidays Thanksgiving, Christmas, Easter, etc. No
experience is needed. Reading: We explore vocabulary, comprehension questions, summaries, character
studies, and graphic organizers with our literature units. Research Investigations require students to use other
sources to discover information about life science topics. The structured approach to language development
prepares students ears and pronunciation for further development in middle and high school. Many of these
labs can be completed with minimal materials. New Bible retellings closely follow the text in Scripture.
Lessons on number, sense, addition and subtraction, time, money, and other skills are introduced. Activities
encourage inquiry-based learning as well as employ effective questioning strategies. Programs can be by
specific topic - like creative writing or SAT prep, or can be semester or full year. Even a little Church history
is included! Interactive lessons engage students and build their capacity for further language study.
Fundamentals is an excellent transitional text to solidify math computational skills and introduce algebraic
concepts before students move into traditional a upper math sequence. They will learn to identify different
genres of literature as they read a variety of styles. The word lists in this level are typically words which
challenge older readers and spellers. Edition series of elementary math textbooks and workbooks is meant to
be part of a system of learning in which adult supervision and independent practice go hand in hand. Cursive
Writing facilitates an easy transition from printing to cursive. Students will learn to apply a Christian
worldview as they examine qualities of characters in stories and recognize those worth emulating. Co-teachers
are critical to the development of fluent handwriting by monitoring student practice and reinforcing good
habits in daily work. This is appropriate for 3rd-4th grade. Honestly the method makes sense. My kids enjoyed
this very much. This loveable character introduces young children to the basics of history in a fun wayâ€”once
a weekâ€”all year long. Reading selections are developed to incorporate phonics, English skills, service
words, and word families.


